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Address LAUER VENTILATION UG 
Sachsenallee 2 
01468 Moritzburg

Country Germany

Phone 0049 351 500 66 460

Internet www.lauer-ventilation.de

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Ralph Lauer 

Managing Director 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Consulting, planning, pressure loss calculation, delivery, installation and service of ventilation systems

Design, Blowers, motors, control panels and electrical engineering, Duct- or channel lines with all accessories specifically for the glass industry:

machine cooling systems
furnace cooling systems
ombustion air
tin bath cooling systems
other ventilation systems

Other:

TURBO blowers with motors for all applications, metal industry, cement industry, paper industry 

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
We deliver blowers and complete equipment for ventilation into the glass industry. Furnace ventilation, Machine cooling, tinbath cooling, combustion air
supply, etc.

Our components are from certified suppliers. These include high performance fans with frequency converter, control dampers, complete ducting
systems, nozzles, metal hose etc. As a service provider we are also a consultant that gives support paired with experience.

We have accumulated sound experience with respect to optimization of processes as well as optimization of energy consumption. We all are
requested to investigate all processes with regard to their energy efficiency.

Together with well-known and established companies as ENVIGLASS from Gelsenkirchen, we belong to a group of service companies that can
provide customers with first class services instead of commodity.

Each of the companies have its own range of expertise and on regular meetings and knowledge exchange this knowledge is spread and enlarged.
Profitability starts with the process of planning. Our lines will be designed on a profound knowledge data base.
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